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INTRODUCTION 
Automatic interface generation has been used to separate 
the user interface from the application logic. Although this 
approach was not successful for general application inter-
faces, we believe it can be a valuable tool in certain 
situations. For example, the author of an intelligent agent 
might want to focus on the intelligence aspect and delegate 
the details of the user interface to another piece of soft-
ware. Automatic interface generation also allows specific 
information about the user and the current situation to be 
incorporated into the design of the user interface. For ex-
ample, a user interface could be displayed on whatever 
device the user has available or the interface could use fa-
miliar elements that the user has seen recently. 

There has been a rich history of research in the area of 
automatic generation, mainly in the model-based user inter-
face community. Model-based systems attempt to formally 
describe the tasks, data, and users that an application will 
have, and then use these formal models to guide the gen-
eration of the user interface. Some systems automatically 
design the user interface, such as UIDE [2] and Jade [8], 
and others provide design assistance to a human, such as 
Trident [9] and Mobi-D [6]. Despite a lot of research, 
model-based user interface tools have not become com-
mon, in part because building models is an abstract process 
and better results are often achievable by a human designer 
in less time [3]. There have been successes in limited do-
mains such as dialog box design [2, 8] and remote controls 
[4], and we believe that model-based techniques show 
promise provided that the scope of the generated interfaces 
is kept manageable. 

Our research is applying model-based concepts and auto-
matic interface generation in two projects. The Personal 
Universal Controller (PUC) [4] project is applying model-
based techniques to automatically generate remote control 
interfaces for all of the computerized appliances in the en-
vironment and is exploring how the generated interfaces 
can be automatically customized to both the control device 
and the user. The Rich Human-Agent Interaction (RHAI, 
pronounced “ray”) project [1] is building a system that al-
lows intelligent agents to communicate with the user 
through a dialog manager and a general framework for 
modeling questions. The dialog manager decides the best 

time and place to ask the question, and presents the ques-
tion through an interface that is automatically generated 
from the description of the question. 

PERSONAL UNIVERSAL CONTROLLER 
The PUC system allows users to use the handheld devices 
they are already carrying, such as PDAs and mobile 
phones, to remotely control home and office appliances, 
such as televisions, microwave ovens, and copy machines. 
When a user requests an interface to control an appliance, 
the user’s device downloads a functional model from the 
appliance and uses that model to automatically generate an 
interface. To support the system, we have designed a us-
able, concise XML-based language for modeling the 
appliance’s functions. We have also developed rules for 
generating user interfaces from our language on several 
different devices, including PocketPCs, Microsoft Smart-
phones, and desktop computers. 

We are currently working on two new features of our sys-
tem that build interfaces that are customized to the user’s 
situation. One of the new features will ensure that new user 
interfaces are consistent with previous interfaces for a simi-
lar appliance. This means that the interface for a VCR that 
you have never used before will look similar to the inter-
face that you already use on your home VCR. The other 
feature will allow a PUC device to create a single unified 
interface for a set of connected appliances, such as a home 
theater or presentation room. The unified interface will be 
organized by task instead of by appliance and may include 
automatically generated cross-platform macros. For exam-
ple, the home theater might have a “Play DVD” macro that 
turns on the TV and DVD player, turns off the VCR, sets 
the appropriate input source, and starts playing the DVD. 

RICH HUMAN-AGENT INTERACTION 
The RHAI project is exploring how to build user interfaces 
for intelligent agents that help users with complex, routine 
tasks. The agents that we work with can, for example, 
schedule multi-person meetings, update project websites, 
and find and reserve conference rooms. Our agents can 
interpret the user’s e-mail, at which point they may take 
some action, such as negotiating possible times for a meet-
ing or determining a set of potential changes to a web page. 
Before the agent makes any permanent changes, it can ask 
the user to confirm that its proposed action is correct. We 



have found that agents often propose the correct action, but 
they may suggest incorrect or undesirable parameters. Dur-
ing confirmation, the user may change any of the 
parameters or suggest a different action. The agent receives 
feedback from the user’s response so that it may learn how 
to improve its future performance. 

The model-based aspect of this project is in the communi-
cation between intelligent agents and the user interface. We 
are designing a high-level XML-based language that allows 
an agent to express its questions and proposed actions with-
out mentioning any user interface details. The language 
will include things that might affect the appearance of the 
user interface, such as data types, confidence values and 
origin information (e.g. the natural language of the original 
e-mail, stored agent knowledge, etc.) for parameters of 
proposed actions. One of the interesting challenges of this 
language is specifying the relationships between different 
proposed action parameters. If a user changes the value of a 
parameter, then an alternate value for another parameter 
may be more appropriate. In some cases it will reasonable 
to express these relationships in the language, but in other 
cases the agent must be kept in the loop so that it can mod-
ify the parameters directly.  

From this model, RHAI automatically generates high-
quality user interfaces that allow the user to confirm or 
change an agent’s proposed actions. We use a rule-based 
approach to generate interfaces from the models. In the 
future, we are planning to develop methods for integrating 
the generated interfaces with running applications, because 
it often makes sense to ask users questions in the context of 
existing applications with which they are familiar. 

GENERAL CHALLENGES FOR UI TOOLS 
Both the PUC and RHAI projects suggest some common 
challenges that must be addressed for future user interface 
tools that incorporate automatic generation. The most im-
portant is finding more domains where automatic 
generation can be applied successfully. Rather than seek 
general solutions like the model-based community has in 
the past, we believe that it is important to explore a large 
number of specific domains and tailor the automatic gen-
eration approach to each domain. Working in a specific 
domain allows the system to be optimized and may lead to 
new techniques that are important for that domain. For ex-
ample, our work in the appliance domain showed that many 
interfaces had special renderings for similar functional 
groups, which led to the Smart Templates [5] technique. 

A related challenge is to improve modeling languages, 
which can be made easier to author within a specific do-
main as we have shown with the PUC’s specification 
language. The number of new XML-based languages, such 
as XIML, UIML and USIXML, is growing significantly 
however, and work will be needed to understand the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each language.  

Model building techniques could also benefit from more 
tool support, particularly for making the process less ab-
stract. The UI Pilot [7] is a recent example of integrating 
model building with an existing design process to address 
issues such as abstractness. 

Another challenge is finding novel ways of using models 
from multiple sources to create customized user interfaces. 
The PUC project is investigating this idea through its con-
sistency and multi-appliance work. To ensure consistency, 
the PUC combines old appliance and presentation models 
with a new appliance model to generate an interface that is 
consistent with those the user has seen in the past. When 
multiple appliances are being used to complete a larger 
task, the PUC combines many appliance models to generate 
an aggregate user interface. There is an opportunity for our 
agent work to use this idea as well, perhaps by combining 
the presentation model of an existing application with a 
presentation model supplied by an intelligent agent. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Our projects are investigating ways that model-based con-
cepts might be applied to future user interface systems. We 
believe that automatic interface generation is important for 
supporting interfaces on multiple devices and incorporating 
situational information into interfaces. Some challenges are 
finding specific domains where automatic generation is 
practical, improving modeling techniques, and exploring 
novel ways of combining models to improve usability. 
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